
Unit 2

Rocks



What is a rock?

“minerals are to rocks as 

words are to sentences.”

-Some rocks are monomineralic (1 mineral)

-most rocks are polymineralic (2 or more 
minerals)



What are the three types of rocks?

1) Igneous

-made from volcanoes 

2) Sedimentary 

-made from pieces (sediments) of other 
rocks

3) Metamorphic

-form when a rock experience intense heat 
and/or pressure





Igneous Rocks

-are formed from the solidification and 
crystallization of molten rock.

-usually contain many minerals

Under the earth’s surface molten rock is 
called magma

When magma reaches the earth’s surface 
it’s called lava



Two types of igneous Rocks

1) Intrusive 

-cools underground from ________

-large crystal sizes

-takes longer to cool so crystals have 
more time to grow 



Two types of igneous Rocks

1) Extrusive 

-cools above ground from _______

-tiny crystal sizes or no crystals (glass)

-cools fast so crystals have little or no 
time to grow 

-may be vesicular (gas pockets)







Extrusive      

Igneous rocks

(from lava)





obsidian





obsidian







Basalt glass



Pumice

Pumice





Pumice





Rhyolite



Vesicular 

rhyolite



andesite



basalt



basalt                     vesicular basalt





Intrusive      

Igneous rocks

(from magma)





granite















peridotite





pegmatite



Devil’s Tower

Wyoming 

phonolite porphyry 





























Do Now

Explain the difference between lava & 
magma.  List the name of two igneous 
rocks in your explanation.



Sedimentary rocks



Sedimentary rocks

Research:

• How does the rock form?

• What is it made up of?

• What is it used for?

• Any other interesting facts?



Sedimentary rocks

-usually form near or underwater

-may contain fossils

-three types:



Three types:



Exit Quiz

List a few facts about two sedimentary 
rocks other than the one your group 
presented.



shale sandstone



Three types:

1) Clastic 

-made of cemented sediments

-classified according to the size of the grains  
(sediments)



Example #1:  sand sized sediment, the rock is called 

Sandstone

Example #2:  sediments of size 0.0004-0.006cm called 

Siltstone

Example #3:  sediments of size 0.000000003 cm = 

Shale



But….

What if the rock is made of sand and silt sized particles 
mixed together???

Conglomerate (if the sediments are rounded) or Breccia
(if the sediments are angular)



sandstone conglomerate























Three types:

2)  Crystalline

-made by chemical process such as evaporation
and precipitation

example:  rock candy







Cleopatra’s Needle



Cleopatra’s Needle
In Egypt from 
1500 B.C. to 1881

Over 3000 years!



Moved to Central 
Park in 1881 







Three types:

3)  Bioclastic

-this rock was once alive

-made of pieces of living things such as 
plants or fish

-contain fossils

Fossil-an imprint or remain of a living thing 



Anthracite coal



fossil
limestone



fossil
limestone







Metamorphic rocks

-rocks that change as a result of heat  

and/or pressure

-recrystallization of unmelted minerals

-harder and denser than other rock types



Characteristics:

1) May contain banding (zebra stripes)        
–this is an alignment of mineral crystals







Characteristics:

2)  May have foliation-a distorted structure 
(wavy layers)







Two types:

1) Regional metamorphic rocks



Two types:

2) Contact metamorphic rocks





limestone marble









shale slate







In summary*(memorize):

1) Igneous rocks have:

-interlocking crystals (crystals that are  
mmmconnected) 

-or glassy texture

2) Sedimentary rocks have:

-flat layers

-fossils

-cemented sediments

3) Metamorphic rocks have foliation (wavy 
layers) and/or banding (zebra stripes)



What type of rock is it and why?




























